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We present results of theoretical nuclear
struciure model calculations for the gamma-ray
laser candidate nucleus l~ci?e proposed by
Collins. Our calculation of this odd-odd
transitional nucleus are based on an axially-
a9ymmecric (particle plus trlaxial rotar)
model for con$truct iny the orbitals of the odd
nucleons that c~uple under the influence of
the residual neutron-proton Interaction, We
include pairing correlation in the determlna -
cion of these orbitals by usinq the 13CS ap-
proximati.-n with newly determined pairinq
screnqths The matrix elecents of the resid-
ual neutron-proton interaction are obtained
using phenomonoloqical spin-dependent & func-
tion potentials uf both surfacs and volume
forms, W@ exa.mino tha scnsitivi.ty of the cal-
culated low-excitation loval structure of
186R0 to tha atranqch of these potentials.
Calculated energy l*vels of l“~Ro will bt pre-
sented and compared with ●xporimonc. Thb tm-
pact of our resu. ts on the proposed use of
106R0 ~S a g,jma-ray lagar will b~ discussed.
In addition, bas~d upon thes@ and othor model
calculation to b~ described, we assess the
leval of effort n.cessary in ● full-scale the-
oretical seurch for ● viable candidate nucleus
for a gamme-rey laaor.

The odd-odd transitional nucleue lo6Re ha-
●n ●xporimontally known isomaric stato of spin
and parity @ - Y+ ●t ●n ●xcitation ●nerqy of
Mpproximatalv 150 kev, Tho state has a
halflifo TI/Z of 2 x 10S years. Collinsl has
prop”aed106RQ●e . Candid.t.n~~leu~for a

gamma-ray lmor on the basis of ●n ●s Y6C to
be identifi~d 7- *tate lying C1OSO by the 8’
ieomeric state. Tho 0+ atoraqa level coukd ba
dcpopulat.d by El radiation to tha 7- transfer
10VOA, which would then cascade to th~ uppar
lasing lcvol--th~ 3- state 4t ●n ●xcitat ion
●norqy of 99 kaV. The viability of the pro-
posal of Collins roste upon tho ●xiatenco of
thy 7- stato, its ●xcitation ●norgy rolatlv*
to thm 8+ otoraqo stat., and tho strenqth of
thm Cl transition rat. between thosa two
states.

W. rmport in this papar on our thcorotical
invaatiqatlon of the low-lyinq lev~l str”~cturo
of ‘16R. with particular ●mphasia on tho ●xcl-
tatlon ●n*rqiea ●nd nuclear otructure proper-
ties of ●ny 7- states near the known n’ lso-
merlc stato ●t ●pproxl~tely 130 keV, Our Ln-
veatiqatlon coneists of nuclear 8Lructure



model calculations that are carried out in the

:;::iy%:::u:f;: R:l;i””~h”odd-”dd ‘ran’L-
as the even-even core

nucleus ,4W110 plus an odd unpaired proton and
an odd ,unpaired neutron that couple :oqether
under the influence of the attractive residual
neutron-proton interaction. We obtain :he
orbi:als (wave functions) of the unpaired
proton by r~~(oducing ths 10W-lyin9 level

;;:uf~~re of ,,ltello, viewing this nu~~~~;el;;
,4W110 core plus a proton. Because

is a transitional nucleus, we use an axial: y-
asymnwtric modal co calculate its low-lying
level $tructurd< Specifically, we use the
particle plus triaxi.sl-rotor model as
Formulated, for example, by Larason, Leander,
and Raqnarsson,2 Similarly, to obtain che or-
bltala (wave functions) of the unpaired
neutron, uc uac the same modal t:fre~{?w;l;:

‘ha 10w-lyin’J l@vol atrufitra
viewin.q this nucleus ●a tho ,,lflloCore pl~a a

neutron, The calculations of thasa orbit ala
are des:rib?d in datail in Sec. 2.

In Sac. 3, W* calculate tha matrix elc-
menta of zhc ●ttractive robidual ;,autron-pro -
ton interaction using cho wavo functions de-
termined in Sac. 2. WC conaidar two phe-
nomanological spin-dapendant ~function poten-
tials to raprcaenc this Lntaration. Theso ●re

aurfa.m ●nd volume 6 function potcnr.iala whoso
stranqths ara dot$rminod by reproducing o ti -

Fmaily tha known low-lylnq lavola ii) 18 Re.
With this information, the rmm4ininq,
unmoaaur~d, low-lyinq lovols of ll~Ro can be
reliably predicted. Wa calculatu t~* lU~Re
low-lyinq ●xcitat~:n spectrum in this way for
both choicca of the residual interaction, and
eompara our rsaulta with tha availatl!*
exp9rlmental lavel information, Our
concluaiona from this work, ●xpectatlons for
future work, ●nd aaaosamant of the scopa of a
full -acala theoretical aoarch for ● viabla
candidata nucleus for a qamma-ray !aaer will
bm glv~n in See, 4.

2-’

Our atartinq point for the calculation of
tha two uatsof s~nqlo-particle wavo functions
that wa requlro ia ch~ particlo piua criaxlal -
rotor modal ●a formulated ●nd coded by
Lareson, Laandar, ●nd Ragnaraaon. 2,1 The
particle-rotor !lamiltonian la darivtid from rha
many-body B@hr-fiott#leon Hamiltonian of an
odd-was syat@m4 ●nd 1°, qlvsn by



H= i ~(Jt - Qz + Hw (a) ,
k.1

(1)

where zhe Ik are the moments of lnert~a. and
Jk and jk ara components of the cccal and sLfl -
q~e-particle anqular momontum, raspaccively.
The second tarm 1s the singlo-particle
namilconlan in ●n adiabatic care fie:d de-
scribed by collective coordinates a. Equation
(L) is actually obtained from the Bohr-
Mottmlson Hamilconian by chooalng tho stronq-
coupling basis, which has the ●dvantage chat
thn particle-rocacion interaction then appears
in tho ●quation Only in ● Coriolls term,

corioiis tam - -$. ~q.j#+H@(a) . (1)

●nd a recoil term,

Tho triaxial Coro ●smmpclon, ●pproprlata
co the transitional nucl.1, is Intrcducmd to
Eqs , (11-(3~ through ● Itydrodynamir.tl mudol
for cho tnroe morwms of inorcla, nemely,

whsrt y measur@a the dcqrao of ●xial ●symnetry
or triaxialityand 10 is the moment of inartla
aseociatad with ani.tl symetry.

Tho slnqle-particle Harailconian of Eq.
(1), Hpart fal, roqulrod to Calculata the
ainql. -pert icia wave functions ~, so that chm
diaqonallzaclon Of Cq, (1) in ths st~onq-
couplinq bmmlo San occur, is Constructed uainq
C?IO modlfiad oscillator potent lal~

v - (ln)~$,c4b*[l.(M~P1(m0,)

+2c4Pd(caIoJl . [m

This potontial Ls ●xprcssod her- Ln the
mcrstchad coordlnato tyscsms for cho caso of
quadrupoAo (Czl ●nd hcxadscapolo (tal
de forma ciop, o . In ouc ●ctual cal:ulaclonc w
lncludc w-n hLqhar d@Cormat Lon ord~r, vI E,,
c~ . Two othar lnqr~dionco of H srt nocemsa:;
to fit aCCUIaCOiy cha Iovef spectra
deformed nuclal ●ra ● spin-orblc term,

mpln-orbit term -.2xh&~ ; (6)



with coupling strength K, and a quadratic
orbital ang’dlar momentum term !to truncate :>.e
oscillator potential with increa$lng mass
number A) ,

quadratic ~terrn - KP&F~, (7)

with couplinq strength KM, W>th the total
single-particle potential given by Eqs. (5)-
(7), one obtains solutions of HPart (U) If the
form

with a - N,~, where N is the pr>ncipal oscil-
lator quantum number, land j are the orbital
and total anqular momentum of the particle,
and ~ is the projection of j along any one of

~~~ct~o~,evg~incipA1 axes. The basic wave

?
are coupled harmonic oscillator

wave funct ona referrad to the stretched
coordinate system.5 However, we wish to note
that the entire formalism present ed.here can
also be ceferrmd to the unetrecched coordinate
syetem in which .10 approximetiona ate made in
the coupling calculation. We have used the
unstretched coordinate eyacem in all of the
calculations praeanted in this paper.

Finally, ~e account for the effects of
pairing correlation by performing a ecandard
BCS calculation on the adiabatic sinqle-parti -
cle levels XV. Therefore, the Fermi level and
the pairing Occupation factors are uniquely
determined witho,lt additional adjuscablo pa-
rameters. In the BCS calculation, the pairing
strenqtha Go * GI[ (N-Z)/A1 ar~ determined b>’
reproducing tha ●xperimental pairing gaps An
and Ap obtained from fourth-order mass differ-
ence equaciOna.6

W* now present our results in calculating
ttts single -particl~a~avc functicma Iv fur the
od:-proty~nucltus ,3Rei,, and the odd-neutron
n,.cleus 14U)11 a ThO final values of the input
parameters for tha two nuclei are p;esented in
Tabla 1. in this table, th* valufisof K and V
are taken from th~ ●xtenaiva studiee of
Nllssor. et al.3 ar,, tltcse wore held fixed
throughout . The values of the quadrupola le21
and buxadecapole (c,) detormatlons were

constrain~d to lie CIU ,* to the transforms of

the correspondi,lq ~Z ●n,! ~4 values determined
in tP,e analyeis of Inela atic 9c*tterinq
●xperimcnts of A - 185 nuclOi. The value of I%

for lt~ne Wa 9 takmn !ror :he systematic
theoretical ●nalySiS of ground- ststa m6eses by
Mtkller and !41::.7 The .Pal”. of ~ for



185w was taken to be zero for the present
calculations. For 185Re a value of y- 15,043
was determined by adjustment to the measured
excitation energy 646.0 keV of the oandhead of
the K - 1/2 y-vibrational band. A value of y .

0.OO is used for 1B5w, as the only experimental
evidence for a ~-vib~atlo”a~ band in :h~s
nuceus IS tentative, for a K - 3’2 y-vibra-
clonal band above 1 !4eV Ln excitation. Since
the presence of the odd nucleon in the 184W
core polarizes this core somewhat, the excita-
tion energy of the core 2+ stace,E(2+), is ad-
justed to reproduce the experi;nental ex-
citation energy of the first-excited state in
the odd-nucleon nucleus. ‘rhe values of E(2+)
in Table 1 should be compared to the true
value of 0.1112 MeV. As already mentioned,
the values of the pairing strengths GO and Cl
are adjusted to reproduce the experimental
pair~ng qape An and Ap. Finally, :he parame-
ters <pair and ~oriolis me attenuatl s an the
pairing factor (exponential) and tRe Coriol,~s
term (multiplicative), which are normally of

unit value< However, it is well known chat
attenuation of thasa two terms can sometimes
improve aqreamanc with experiment in axially-
symmetric cases We have found that a value
of korieli, - 0.9 for :@5W (axially symmetric
in our present treatment) qives be:ter aqree -

ment with the experimental level spectrum than
does the unit value.

The levels (and therefore the correspond-
ing wave functions) calculated usinq the pa-
rameter contained in Table 1 are compared
with the experim,.ntal levels in Tables 2 and
3. In Table 2 we compare calc,,laced and ex-
perimental levels for the first three even-
parity bands of i05P.e. The quite good aqree-
mrnt indicaceo chat the corresponding wave
functions can be used with confidence in cal-
culating the residual n-p interaction matrix
elements for 186R0, to be discussed in Sec. 3.
we reach ● siml:. arcunclualon with Table 3, Ln
whiCh we compare calculated and experimental
levels for tha first th:ee odd-parity bal,ds of
10SW, Here, the agreamont bctwaen calculation
and experiment is not as good Overall as for
l@5Re, However, the nrrors in the 165W wava
functions that are rsqulred in
locations of any 7- ntates in ‘i%i~~~n~i~:
small. Ifa now turn ho a discussion of the
calculations of the residual n-p interaction
nwttrix elements usinq Che sinqle-particlo wave
functlms that have Leen delcrlbed here.



Table 1, Parameters for Constructing cfI~5Wave

‘Unction’ ‘f ‘he Odd-prOtO!esNucleu’ 75Rell~
and the Odd-Neutron Nucleus 74W111.

Odd-P rot an Odd-Ne~Lron

K C.062 0.0636

u :.b14 0.393

ez 0,230 0.240

e4 0.130 0.068

e6 -0.013 0.0

Y (dog) 15,04 0.0
E(2+) (MeV) 0.1187 0.1200
GO ~(MeV) 20.435 20.150
GI (MeV) ?.4 7.4
A@ (MeV) 0.S26 —

An (MeV) 0.783

%air ~ 1.0

koriolls 1.0 0.9

Table 2’.Comparison of Calculated and Experi-
mental Low-Lying Cven-Parity Bands of the Odd-

Proton Nucleus l~~Rel10

Calcuated Experimental

~L fkOY) w

;[4021
1~+

9n+
1 !n+

I3.2*

1Sn+

I7n+

~[411J2 3n+

m+

125.1

284.5

476.8

699.0

9s0.5

1227.2

646.0

706,S

786,9

869.5

8889

125.348

284.1

475,6

697.0

949.5

1230.0

646.11

717.42

767.3

874,81

880.27



Table 3 Comparison of Calculated hnd Experi.
mental Low-Lytnq Odd-Parity Bands of the Odd-

Neutron Nucleus
18s
74W111

;[512]

; [510].

;[503]

3/2-

512-

7n

9e

1In

V2+

3/2”

sn+
7/2

w

11/2

in

Ciilcuated Experimental

WYl

0.0 0.0
64.4 65,86

204.1 173.68

313.9 302.0

564.9 480,0

8.9 23,54

87.6 93.30

195.1 187.88

343.s 338.0

544.3 490.0

745.5 706.0

246.8 243.5

!w- 419.5 390.8

I l/2- 630.4 570!0

~umwxuum
186

The Simplest generalization of Eq. 11)
for two nucleons ia

whero the rotational ●nd ain.qle particle torma
of H have the same significance ●a in Eq, (1) ,
and Vnp in the reoidual neutron-proton inter-

~tr~c .a:::~;~~.r;:$Y9/%?, •;~;l::;y:;
action.

part due to ● lack of detoiled ●xperimental
information in odd-odd nuclei, ● lmck of the
caquisite Computsti.nal ●billtias, and to a
realization that tha diffcrmncos due to ●s-
sumed axial ●aymmetrios were offset by tha un-
certainties in Vnp.

Howcvor, ●ach of these difficulties has
been, or is currently being ovorcome. With
the ●dvent of new heavy ion accelerators and
4S dmtectore, pcodiqioua ●mounts of data are
becoming ●vailaole. Largsr computers 411ow
more baeia statoe--an ●esontial point ainca
relaxin9 the requirement of axial synmetry re-
sults in HamilLonian mstricaa ●n ordor of mag-
nitudo Mrger than for the case of ●xially
symmetric systems. ~inally, the lncreaaed
computing power ●lao ●llows the calculation of
the neutron-proton interaction from potentials
based on nucleon-nucl-on acaccerinq. ~urther,
considerable work on the maqnltude of Vmp has
baon done by R, Hoff and his collaboratorsli.



In this paper we shall calculate V“p from
simple phenomenological interactions such as a
delta function potential. Our choice for the
delta function includes both a spin-indepen-
dent as well as a spin-dependent part. Our
selection follc.~s closely the work of Sood et
~1.12,13, although in addition co a purely
central delta interaction, we also allow a
censor inc.eraction VICFI no radial dependence
co contribute.

It is relevant to briefly d.scuss the
CaSe of axial SynM+OCry, since the Systematic
of the matrix ●lements of the neutron-proton
interaction is similar for the two instances.
If ~ and ~ are the projections of the pro-
ton and neutron single-p.erticle angular mo-
menta along the symmetry axis, then K -

9+fiq where K is the projection of Che angu ar
momentum of the core along the axis. It was
demonstrated by Gallagher and Moszkowski8 that
if the projection of each of the single nu-
cleon’s spin is aligned or anti-aligned, the
matrix element of Vnp is attractive. If one
i8 aligned with the direction of che projec-
tion of the orbital angular momentum and the
other is anti-a liqned, then the matrix element
is repulsi.,e.

A simple representation of Vnp is

(lo)

The first term ia usually referred to as a
Gallaghet-t.foszkowski matrix alement. The sec-
ond term is tho so-called Newby tarm9. The
magnitude of A and B .ere typically a few
hundreds and tens of keV, respeccivaly. In
our work, the matrix element is explicitly
calculated.

From the single particle wave func~ions
and ●ncrgias calculated, ●s described in Sec.
2, and with the matrix elements of Vnp calcu-
lated aa deacribgd above, one may calculate
the structure of lsf%a. Our reeults for the
negative parity atatea are ahown in Fig, 1,
We omit here a discussion of the poait!ve par-
ity states, since we #re primarily iilterested
in cho possibility of a low-lying 7- le,-al,

In fact, thera are several 7-10 V01S; one is a
dominant member of the ground- staca band; oth-
ers may be formed from other banda. The phys-
ical levels ●re, of coursa, mixtures of the
simple statca thus formed. The lowest 7- lies
above 300 kaV .snd therefore 186Re can untorcu -
nataly be ●laminated from consideration as a
candidate for a ganuae ray laaer.

This points out two important facts: nuclear
structure calculations can be useful dS a
guldc to whether ● particular nucleus my be a
possible candidate. It ●lao reaffirma that it
is easier to ●liminate ● nucleus than to
demonstrate that a given nucleus meets the
neceaaary criteria,
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Fig. 1. Tho low lying negative
~arity ~tate~ of 186Re =tl~ulated
as described in the text. The in-
teraction used in the calculation
has not been optimized.

w. have deIeon*tr8tad in this per chat
it is possible to eliminate ~g~Re from
consideration aa a candidate for a qmuna-ray
laaer. Similar technimea may be applied to
other nuclei to test their applicability.
However, this only addreasec one ●apect of the
problem--that of ●laminating candidates. The
other aspect , namely, that Of actually
proposing promising possibilities, is more
difficult. In ordar to do this, severs 1
refinements to our model currently under way
will have co be complated.

The neutzdn-proton interaction V*P was

calculated ●bove from ● simple central delta
interaction. However, it is known that tha
true interaction contsins appreci~ble non-
central components. These ●ye currently being
calculated using G-metrix tachniquea pioneered
by Kua and Brown.

A further refinement ●pplies both to the
odd-A and odd-odd caaea. In the above
diacusaior the pairing interaction was
included in an ●d hoc manner, which leada to
uncertainty. for exemple, should ~83Ra be
considered ●s ●

or a hole in lo?#/’cle Ou’’idea 184 Rec0reIf the maaa 184 and 186
nuclei do not differ ●ppreciably, it 1s



probably irrelevant from a practical point of
view, although tb~ ambiguity is still
unseemly. Both of these objections may be
overcome by using the results of Dbnau and
Frauendorf14, which axe based on earlier work

by Kerman and Klein15 In zhis case the
Hamiltonian takes the fc;m of an array:

/

~+r+k A

H=

)

(11)

\A ~-r.k

::: ~~s states are the core states of A*1
-. Since th.a energies of these core

states enters explicitly, they may have very
different properties. Further, these ●ven-
even core states may ha calculated ●xplicitly.
Ideally they would be calculated by self-
consistent, multi-configurational Hartree-
Fock . Such an approach would be more basic,
but prohibitively espen$ive if one wishes to
expiore many nuclei. We choose to obtain the
cere statas by numerically solving the Bohr
Hamiltonian using a variant of the techniques
pioneered by Hess et 4116. This is somewhat
similar to recent work by Bennour et al.17.
Ti’Ioanalog of Oq. (11) has been derived for
the case of two nucleons outside a core. Work
in these directions is continuing.
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